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1. INTRODUCTION
The deviation of the ideal K in a noetherian Gorenstein local ring is the
w xminimal number of generators of K minus the grade of K 7, 11 . A
deviation 0 ideal is a complete intersection. A deviation 1 ideal is called an
almost complete intersection. Complete intersections are always Goren-
w xstein ideals. Kunz 11 proved that almost complete intersections are not
Gorenstein ideals. One way to study ideals in noetherian commutative
rings is to construct their projective resolutions. Then this resolution
allows us to decide in some cases whether an ideal is a perfect ideal or a
w xGorenstein ideal. In 4 , Buchsbaum and Eisenbud described all grade 3
Gorenstein ideals and explicitly constructed their minimal projective reso-
lutions. A hypersurface section of a grade n y 1 deviation 2 Gorenstein
ideal is a grade n deviation 2 Gorenstein ideal which is considered to
w xbe a trivial example of a deviation 2 Gorenstein ideal 7, 12 . Huneke
w xand Ulrich 8 gave nontrivial deviation 2 Gorenstein ideals of grade at
w xleast 4. Kustin 12 explicitly produced minimal free resolutions of the
Hueneke]Ulrich deviation 2 Gorenstein ideals.
Order ideals of a module play a key role in the solution of the syzygy
w xproblem 5, Theorem 3.15 by Evans and Griffith. The notion of the
generic order ideal is utilized to prove the generalized principal ideal
w xtheorem 5, Theorem 2.7 of Eisenbud, Evans, and Bruns. Evans and
Griffith use the generic order ideal in proving a result which says that if
the height of the order ideal of every minimal generator exceeds the rank
w xof a module, then the module must be free 5, Theorem 2.12 . The generic
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order ideal is also realized as the ideal of relations of a certain related
symmetric algebra. So it is natural to study the behavior of the generic
order ideal.
 .Let R, m be a regular local ring with m as its maximal ideal. Let
 4a , . . . , a be a regular system of parameters. Let M be the second syzygy1 n
 4of Rrm from the Koszul complex resolution of Rrm over a , . . . , a and1 n
 .let M* be Hom M, R .
Actually we are considering the following exact complex with d as itsa
differential:
0 ª Hn Rn ª Hny1 Rn ª Hny2 Rn ª ???
da2 n n6ª H R R ª R ª Rrm ª 0. D .166
M
Then M is a module which is indecomposable and locally free on the
 4punctured spectrum of R and its rank is n y 1. Let e , . . . , e be the1 n
n w x  4standard basis for R . Let S s R X with X N 1 F i - j F n indetermi-i j i j
 .nates and N s M m S. We call x s  d e n e X a genericR 1F i- jF n a i j i j
 .   .  .4element of M. O x , the ideal generated by f x N f g Hom N, S , isN s
w x  .called the generic order ideal of M 5 . Since Hom N, S s M* m S,s R
 .   . 4O x is generated by  f a e y a e X N f g M* . Then, forN 1F i- jF n i j j i i j
 .   . 4 n.n G 3, O x is generated by  a d y a d X . Let g beN i- j i jk j ik i j ks1, . . . , n k
 . a d y a d X s  X a y  X a . Let X be the n = ni- j i jk j ik i j i- k ik i k - j k j j
alternating matrix of X , where we adopt the convention that X s 0 andi j i i
w xX s yX . Let A be the 1 = n matrix a ??? a . Then the 1 = n matrixji i j 1 n
w n. n.x n n.g ??? g is the product AX. Obviously,  a g s 0.1 n ks1 k k
 .  n. n. 41.1 Remark. g , . . . , g as in the preceding text is a regular1 ny1
w xsequence in R X for n G 2.i j
For the proof, see the Appendix.
 .  41.2 Remark. In Remark 1.1, if we replace a , . . . , a by indetermi-1 n
 4  n. n. 4 n.nates Y , . . . , Y , g , . . . , g with g s  X Y y  X Y1 n 1 ny1 k i- k ik i k - j k j j
w xforms a regular sequence in a ring Z Y , . . . , Y , where Z is the set of all1 n
 .integers. Then by the self-duality of the Koszul complex resolution of D1
 n.and the exactness of 0 ª R* ª R * ª M* ª 0, we easily realize
 . ny2 nSrO x as the symmetric algebra of H R rM* for n G 3.N
Motivated by the preceding generic order ideal, we pass to a new
situation where a , . . . , a are replaced by indeterminates. For each n, let1 n
n.  4Y be the 1 = n matrix containing indeterminate entries Y , . . . , Y and1 n
let X n. be the n = n alternating matrix containing indeterminate entries
 4  n. n.4X N 1 F i - j F n . Let g , . . . , g be the entries of the producti j 1 n
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n. n. w xY X . Let R be the ring Z X , Y , . . . , Y . Let I be then i j 1 n 1F i- jF n n
 n. n.4ideal of R generated by g , . . . , g and let J be the ideal of Rn 1 n n n
 n. n.  .nq1 n..4generated by g , . . . , g , y1 pfaffian of X . Then I is the1 n n
generic order ideal of the second syzygy M of the Koszul complex
w x  .resolution of Z Y , . . . , Y r Y , . . . , Y for n G 3.1 n 1 n
I also can be recognized as the ideal of relations ofn
nny2 w xSym Z Y , . . . , Y rM* . .H /Z wY , . . . , Y x 1 n1 n
 n. n. 4By Remark 1.2, g , . . . , g is a regular sequence. Obviously1 ny1
n Y g n. s 0. Since I has grade n y 1 and is generated by n elements,is1 i i n
it is an almost complete intersection. Using the results of Huneke and
w xUlrich 8, Proposition 5.8 to Lemma 5.12 , J is a perfect prime ideal ofn
 .grade n y 1 and the ideals J and J , Y are linked by the regularnq1 n nq1
 nq1. nq1.4 n.sequence g , . . . , g . For n s 2m q 1, since the pfaffian of X1 n
is equal to 0, we have J s I .2 mq1 2 mq1
In this paper, we shall study the generic order ideal of a second syzygy
w xmodule. By exploiting tools from multilinear algebra as in 4 , we produce
a minimal free resolution of R rI . From this resolution, we read that2 n 2 n
w  .  . xI is an almost perfect ideal i.e., pd R rI s grade I q 1 ,2 n 2 n 2 n 2 n
2 n  .  .  .Ext R rI , R s R r yY , . . . , yY , Y , . . . , Y gR 2 n 2 n 2 n 2 n 1 2 n 1 2 n2 n
 .  .Ass R rI , and J g Ass R rI . By using the same technique, we2 n 2 n 2 n 2 n 2 n
w xalso simplify Kustin's construction 12 of the minimal free resolution of
R rJ and reproduce that of R rI .2 n 2 n 2 nq1 2 nq1
n. n.  n. n.4Throughout the paper, we keep notations Y , X , g , . . . , g , R ,1 n n
I , and J as previously for each positive integer n. When we go back ton n
 4the situation where a , . . . , a is a regular system of parameters in a1 n
regular local ring, a similar construction works for the minimal free
 n. n..resolution of Sr g , . . . , g for n G 3. For terminology and preliminary1 n
results from commutative and homological algebra, we refer to Matsumura
w x w x w x15 , Rotman 17 , and MacLane 14 . All complexes are assumed to be
 .positive complexes. We call a complex X a resolution if H X s 0 for alli
 .i G 1. A complex X is acyclic if H X s 0 for all i G 0. All rings arei
commutative, noetherian, and with unity. All modules are finitely gener-
ated and unitary. If f g H* and x g H, where H is a module, we write
 :f , x for the value of f on x.
2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FROM MULTILINEAR
ALGEBRA
Throughout this section F will denote a free R-module of finite rank.
 .We study the module structure of H F and H F* over each other in
detail, and we relate the divided powers of an element w in H2 F
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corresponding to an alternating map f : F* ª F with pfaffians and minors
of the map f. We use notations of bialgebra and divided power system as
w xin 6, 14 .
 .  .2.1 Remarks. 1 H F is a skew-commutative graded bialgebra with
its usual skew-commutative graded algebra structure. Namely, there are
Ãmaps e : H F ª R and D: H F ª H F m H F, where e is given by the
projection onto degree 0, whereas D is the algebra homomorphism in-
duced by the diagonal map F ª F [ F.
If x g F, then D x s x m 1 q 1 m x and
D x n ??? n x s x m 1 q 1 m x ? . . . ? x m 1 q 1 m x .  .  .1 n 1 1 n n
s x n ??? n x m 1 q 1 m x n ??? n x .  .1 n 1 n
q D , p , nyp
p)0
nyp)0
 . . where all x gF, D s sgn s x n ??? n x m x ni p, nyp s s 1. s  p. s  pq1.
. w x??? n x , and s runs over all permutations increasing in 1 p ands n.
w x  .increasing in p q 1 n . Similarly H F* becomes a skew-commutative
 .bialgebra. Moreover, both H F and H F* possess a system of divided
w xpowers 6 .
 .  .2 Since H F is a bialgebra, H F * is too. For example, its multiplica-
Ã .  .  .tion m: H F * m H F * ª H F * is defined by the formula
 :  :f ? g , x s f m g , D x for x g H F and f , g g H F *, .
 .  :  .deg g .deg x1.where m f m g s f ? g and f m g , x m x s y11 2
 : :  p .f , x g, x . In particular if f s f ? . . . ? f g H F *, all f g F*, then1 2 1 p i
 :  . p py1..r2 w  .xf , x s y1 det f x , where x s x n ??? n x .i j 1 p
 .  .3 The map F* ª H F * which is dual to the projection onto degree
 .1: H F ª F induces a natural algebra homomorphism F: H F* ª
 .H F *, which is in fact an isomorphism in our case. For example, if
f , . . . , f g F* and x , . . . , x g F, then1 k 1 k
 :  :f n ??? n f , x n ??? n x [ F f n ??? n f , x n ??? n x .1 k 1 k 1 k 1 k
 :s f ? . . . ? f , x n ??? n x1 k 1 k
 :s f m ??? m f , D x n ??? n x .1 k 1 k
  ..k ky1 r2s y1 det f x . .  .i j
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 .We are now ready to describe the module structure of H F and H F*
w xover each other. This was already treated in 2, 3, 4 . Although the idea is
w xessentially the same as in 3 , we describe it here explicitly for simplicity
and clearness of our notation.
 .  .  .2.2 DEFINITION. We define an operation H F * on H F as follows:
 p . qFor f g H F * and x g H F, we let
f *: Hq F ª Hqyp F be the dual of ?f : Hqyp F * ª Hq F *. .  .
 :  :  :For example, if q G p, then g, f ) x s g ? f , x s g m f , D x , where
 qyp .g g H F *. If q - p, then f ) x s 0.
 .  p . q  .2.3 PROPOSITION. Let f g H F * and x g H F. If D x sqyp, p
X qyp Ã p . x m x , which is the component of D x in H F m H F for q G p,i i
 . pqyp. X: qypthen f ) x s  y1 f , x x , which belongs to H F.i i
 qyp .Proof. Let g be an element of H F *. Then
 :  :g , f ) x s g ? f , x
 :s g m f , D x .qyp , p
 .p qyp X : :s y1 g , x f , x by 2 of Remark 2.1 .  . i i
i
 .p qyp X : :s y1 f , x g , x . . i i
i
 . pqyp. X:Since H F is a free graded module, we have f ) x s  y1 f , x x .i i i
 .  .2.4 DEFINITION. We define an operation H F* on H F by using the
 . p  .isomorphism F in 3 of Remark 2.1 as follows: Let f g H F* and
q  .x g H F. We define f ) x [ F f ) x.
 .  .2.5 EXAMPLE. 1 Let f g F* and x s x n ??? n x . Since1 n
 .  .ny iD x s  y1 x n ??? n x n ??? n x m x ,Ãny1, 1 i 1 i n i
f ) x [ F f ) x .
ny1 nyi :s y1 y1 f , x x n ??? n x n ??? n x .  . Ã i 1 i n
i
by Proposition 2.3 .
iy1 :s y1 f , x x n ??? n x n ??? n x . . Ã i 1 i n
i
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 .2 In Definition 2.4, if deg f s deg x s p, f s f n ??? n f , and x s1 p
 .   . :x n ??? n x for f g F* and x g F, then f ) x [ F f ) x s F f , x1 p i i
 . p py1..r2 w  .xs y1 det f x . In particular, if deg f s deg x s 1, then f ) xi j
 :s f , x .
 .2.6 PROPOSITION. The operation defined in Definition 2.4 makes H F a
 .left module o¨er H F* .
m  . n  .  r . qProof. Let f g H F* , q g H F* , h g H F *, and x g H F,
where r q m q n s q G 0. Now
 :  :h , f n g ) x [ h , F f n g ) x .  .
 :s h , F f ? F g ) x by 3 of Remark 2.1 .  .  . .
 :s h ? F f ? F g , x .  . .
 :s h ? F f , F g ) x .  .
 :  :s h , F f ) F g ) x [ h , f ) g ) x . .  .  . .
 .  .Thus we obtain f n g ) x s f ) g ) x . Similarly, we can show that
 .  .1) x s x, where 1 is the unit element in R, a f q b g ) x s a f ) x q
 .  .  .  .  .b g ) x , and f ) a x q b y s a f ) x q b f ) y for f , g g H F* ,
 .x, y g H F , and a , b g R.
 . n m2.7 PROPOSITION. If f g F*, x g H F, and y g H F, then
deg xf ) x n y s f ) x n y q y1 x n f ) y . .  .  .  .
 t ty1 .That is, f acts as a derivation from H F to H F.
Proof. By Proposition 2.6, it is enough to prove this formula for
x s x n ??? n x and y s y n ??? n y , where all x , y g F for i s1 n 1 m i i
 .1, . . . , n and j s 1, . . . , m. By 1 of Example 2.5, we have
n
iy1 :f ) x s y1 f , x x n ??? n x n ??? n x , . Ã i 1 i n
is1
m




iy1 :f ) x n y s y1 f , x x n ??? n x n ??? n x n y .  . Ã i 1 i n
is1
m
nq jy1 :q y1 f , y x n y n ??? n y n ??? n y . . Ã j 1 j m
js1
 .  .  .n  .Therefore, f ) x n y s f ) x n y q y1 x n f ) y , where n s deg x.
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 .  .2.8 Remarks. 1 Similarly by replacing F by its dual F* and by
using the fact that F is isomorphic to F**, we define the left H F-module
 .structure on H F* . For this module operation, we use the same notation
p q  .as in Definition 2.4. Let x g H F and f g H F* . If q G p, then x) f
qyp  .is an element of H F* which is defined as
 :  : qypx) f , y s f , y n x , where y g H F .
If q - p, then x) f s 0.
 .2 All the previous results are obtained, when we replace F by F*.
p q  . qyp  .Let x g H F, f g H F* , and y g H F. We let D f s  fqyp, p i
X qyp Ã pm f be the component in H F m H F. We havei
 :  :x) f , y s f , y n x
 :s y n x , f
 :s y m x , D f .qyp , p
 .qyp p X : :s y1 y , f x , f . i i
i
 .p qyp X : :s y1 f , x f , y . . i i
i
 . pqyp. X :Hence x) f s  y1 f , x f .i i i
 .  .2.9 PROPOSITION. Let x, y g H F and f g H F* . If deg x s 1, then
 .  .  .1qdeg f  .x) f ) y s x n f ) y q y1 f ) x n y .
Proof. We may assume that f s f n ??? n f and y s y n ??? n y ,1 r 1 s
where all f g F* for i s 1, . . . , r and all y g F for j s 1, . . . , s. Leti j
t  .g s g n ??? n g g H F* with t q r y 1 s s G 0:1 t
 :  :g , x) f ) y s g n x) f , y .  .
r
iy1 Ã : :s y1 f , x g n f n ??? n f n ??? n f , y i .  . i 1 i r
is1
by 1 of Example 2.5 .
syr :  :g , x n f ) y s y1 g , f ) y n x .  .  .
syr :s y1 x) g , f ) y .
syr :s y1 x) g n f , y .  .
t
ty1 jy1 :s y1 y1 g , x .  . j
js1
 := g n ??? n g n ??? n g n f , y ii .Ã1 j t
by 1 of Example 2.5 .
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 :  :g , f ) x n y s g n f , x n y .
. :g , x .1 .
.  :. g , yi j.
 :g , xt . .sq1 s r2s y1 det . . :f , x .1 .
.  :. f , yi j.
. :f , x .r .
by 2 of Example 2.5 .
t
 . .   ..jy1sq1 s r2 s sy1 r2 :s y1 y1 y1 g , x .  .  . j
js1
 := g n ??? n g n ??? n g n f , yÃ1 j t
r
  ..tqiy1 s sy1 r2 :q y1 y1 f , x .  . i
is1
Ã := g n f n ??? n f n ??? n f , y1 i r 5
by expanding along the first column and 2 of Example 2.5 .
2 ty1s  :s y1 y1 g , x n f ) y .  .  .
t :q y1 g , x) f ) y .  . 4
by i and ii .  .
r rq1 :  :s y1 g , x n f ) y q y1 g , x) f ) y . .  .  .  .
Thus we have
r rq1f ) x n y s y1 x n f ) y q y1 x) f ) y iii . .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .1qdeg f  .When we multiply both sides of iii by y1 , we obtain x) f ) y s
1qdeg f .  .  .x n f ) y q y1 f ) x n y .
We conclude this section by describing how the module operation of
 .H F* on H F effects the system of divided powers in H F.
 .2.10 PROPOSITION. Let w g H F ha¨e e¨en degree and let f be an
element of F*. Then we ha¨e
f ) w  t . s f )w n w  ty1. . . .
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Proof. Since the system of divided powers in H F is unique and since
the proposition asserts an algebraic identity, it is sufficient to prove the
proposition in the case that the ring R is a polynomial ring over Z, the set
of all integers. We prove this by induction on t. For t s 1, since w 1. s w,
1.  .so f )w s f )w s f )w n 1. Assume the formula is true for k - t.
Now
t! f )w  t . s f )w t .
s f ) w ty1 n w .
s f )w ty1 n w q w ty1 n f )w by Proposition 2.7 .  . .
s t y 1 ! f )w  ty1. n w q f )w n w ty1 .  . .
 ty2. ty1s t y 1 ! f )w n w n w q f )w n w .  .  .
by induction hypothesis .
ty2 ty1s t y 1 f )w n w n w q f )w n w .  .  .
ty1s t f )w n w .
 ty1.s t! f )w n w . .
 t .  ty1. .Therefore, f )w s f )w n w .
 .2.11 Remark. Let f : F* ª F be an alternating map, where
 4  4rank F s n. We fix a basis e , . . . , e for F and its dual basis e , . . . , e .1 n 1 n
 . nThen we have f e s  f e with f s yf if i / j and f s 0 forj is1 i j i i j ji i i
i s 1, . . . , n. We define w to be  f e n e . Then w is the uniquei- j i j j i
2  .element in H F corresponding to f in the following way: x)w s f x for
all x g F*, by Proposition 2.7.
In order to make pfaffians handy for computations later, we need to
relate the divided powers of w with the pfaffians and minors of the map f.
w xThe following lemma, due to Buchsbaum and Eisenbud 4 , describes the
connection between them.
 . w x  .2.12 LEMMA 4, Lemma 2.3 . 1 Suppose F is a free module of e¨en
rank 2m and let f : F* ª F be an alternating map represented by w g H2 F.
2 m  2 m 2 m . 2 m 2 mThen the element H f g Hom H F*, H F f H F m H F is
 .m m. m. m.y1 w m w , where w is the mth di¨ ided power of w. We let
 .det f denote the determinant of an alternating matrix which represents f.
2 m  .Moreo¨er, if we choose an identification of H F with R and let pf f s2 m
 .m m.y1 w g R, we ha¨e
2det f s pf f . .  . .2 m
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 .2 More generally, if F is any free module of finite rank and f : F* ª F is
an alternating map represented by w g H2 F, then for all a g Ht F* we ha¨e
it  i.  tyi.H f a s y1 w ) a )w . .  . .  .
iG0
3. THE DEFINITION OF F AND M
n. n.  n. n.4For each positive integer n, let Y , X , g , . . . , g , R , and I1 n n n
be as in the Introduction. Then I can be realized as the generic ordern
ideal of the second syzygy of the Koszul complex resolution of
w x  .  n. n. 4Z Y , . . . , Y r Y , . . . , Y . From Remark 1.2, we know that g , . . . , g1 n 1 n 1 ny1
is a regular sequence. Also we have n Y g n. s 0.is1 i i
In this section, we produce a minimal free resolution of R rI . We2 n 2 n
introduce two resolutions F [ F n. and M [ Mn.; M is minimal, however
 4F is easier to manipulate. Let R be R . Let e , . . . , e be the standard2 n 1 2 n
2 n  4 2 n.basis for R and let e , . . . , e be its dual basis. Let Y [ Y ,1 2 n
2 n. 2 n  2 n.X [ X , and f : R ª R * be the alternating map defined by
 .f e s X e . We say that f is represented by the alternating matrixj i j i
 .X s X with X s yX if i / j and X s 0.i j i j ji i i
 .3.1 DEFINITION. We define y s Y e , w to be the element ini i
2  2 n.  2 n.H R * corresponding to f , and g s yy)w in R *.
 .3.2 Remarks.
1 y) g s yy) y)w .  .
s y y n y )w by Proposition 2.6 .  .
s 0.
2 w s X e n e .  i j j i
i-j
nn.and w s y1 pf f e n ??? n e by Lemma 2.12 . .  .  .2 n 1 2 n
2n
w x3 g s g e , where g . . . g s YX . .  i i 1 2 n
is1
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For Proposition 2.7,
2n 2 n
g s yy)w s yX Y e )e e y Y e )e e  i j k k j i k k i j 5 /  /
i-j ks1 ks1
s y X Y e q X Y e i j j i i j i j
i-j i-j
s X Y e y X Y e i l i l l j j l
i-l l-j
2n
s X Y y X Y e .  i l i l i i l /
ls1 i-l l-i
4 y)w  i. s yg n w  iy1. by Proposition 2.10 . .  .
 .  4  .Let K g be the Koszul complex over g , . . . , g . From 1 of Remark1 2 n
w x3.2, we know that y is a cycle of degree 1. Using Tate's process 18 of
adjoining a new variable of degree 2, we construct a new complex B
 .containing K q which bounds y.
 .  p.3.3 DEFINITION. We now introduce new symbols T of degree 2 p,
p s 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . We adopt the convention that T 0. s 1, T 1. s T , and
 p. k  2 n.  p.T s 0 if p - 0. Let B be  H R T and let B be the partpG 0, k G 0 i
of B with degree i, where the degree of wT  p. in B is defined as k q 2 p if
k  2 n.w is in H R .
We define the differential d: B ª B, which is a map of degree y1, as
d wT  p. s g )w T  p. y y n w T  py1. . .  .  .
 .3.4 LEMMA. B is a complex.
Proof.
dd wT  p. s d g )w T  p. y d y n w T  py1. .  .  . .  .
s g ) g )w T  p. y y n g )w T  py1. .  . .  .
y g ) y n w T  py1. q y n y n w T  py2. .  . .  .
s y y) g )w T  py1. by Proposition 2.9 .  . .
s 0 by 1 of Remark 3.2 . .
Using an idea similar to Tate's, we construct a complex A by adjoining
a new variable of degree y2 to the dual of the Koszul complex over
 4Y , . . . , Y .1 2 n
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 .  l .3.5 DEFINITION. We introduce new symbols U of degree y2 l,
l s 0, " 1, " 2, . . . . We adopt a convention that U 1. s U. Let A be
k  2 n.  l . H R U and let A be the part of A with degree i, whereky l G n, k G 0 i
 l . k  2 n.the degree of xU in A is defined as k y 2 l if x is in H R . We
define the differential d: A ª A, which is a map of degree y1, as
d xU  l . s y n x U  lq1. q g ) x U  l . . .  .  .
We remark that the negative integers appear as the powers of U in the
complex A.
 .3.6 LEMMA. A is a complex.
Proof.
dd xU  l . s d y n x U  lq1. q d g ) x U  l . .  .  . .  .
s y n y n x U  lq2. q g ) y n x U  lq1. .  . .
q y n g ) x U  lq1. q g ) g ) x U  l . .  . .  .
s y) g ) x U  lq1. by Proposition 2.9 .  . .
s 0 by 1 of Remark 3.2 . .
 .3.7 Remark. For each nonnegative integer i,
i




2 nyj 2 n ny iqj.r2.A s H R U . .i
js0
iqjseven
The formula for the integers appearing in F and M is very complicated.
wWe give a formula in the next definition which is similar to Kustin's 12,
nx  .Definition 2.1 . Let denote the binomial coefficient as usual, where wei
n .take s 0 if i - 0.i
 .3.8 DEFINITION. For integers n, k, l, and p, we define d to ben, k , l, p
l q p y 2kq lqpy1 . .  /k y l y n
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We collect some important properties of the formula, which will be used
later, in the following lemma.
 .3.9 LEMMA. For integers n, k, l, and p, the following equalities hold:
 .1 d q d s 0.n, k , l, pq1 n, kq1, lq1, p
 .2 d q d y d s 0.n, kq1, lq1, p n, ky1, l, p n, k , l, p
 .3 d s d s yd .nq1, k , l, p n, k , lq1, py1 n, ky1, l, p
 .4 If k - l q n, then d s 0.n, k , l, p
 .5 If l G 2 and 0 F p - k y 2 l q 2 y n, then d s 0.n, k , l, p
 .  .  .Proof. Statements 1 , 3 , and 4 follow immediately from Definition
m m m q 1 .  .  .  .3.8. Assertion 2 depends on the fact that q s for all integersi y 1 i i
 .  . i and m. For the statement 5 , since l q p y 2 G 0 and k y l y n y l
l q p y 2.  .qp y 2 s k y 2 l y n y p q 2 ) 0, we have s 0. Therefore, wek y l y n
get d s 0.n, k , l, p
 . w x3.10 THEOREM. Let F be the map from A y2 to B defined as
F xU  l . s d w  ly1qp.) x T  p. , .  . n , k , l , p
pG0
where deg x s k. Then F is a chain map.
Proof.
Fd y dF xU  l . .  .
s F y n x U  lq1. q g ) x U  l . .  . .
y d d w  ly1qp.) x T  p. . n , k , l , p /
pG0
s d w  lqp.) y n x T  p. . . n , kq1, lq1, p
pG0
q d w  ly1qp.) g ) x T  p. . . n , ky1, l , p
pG0
y d g ) w  ly1qp.) x T  p. . . n , k , l , p
pG0
q d y n w  ly1qp.) x T  py1. . . n , k , l , p
pG0
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s d y n w  lqp.) x y y)w  lqp. ) x T  p. .  . . n , kq1, lq1, p
pG0
q d g ) w  ly1qp.) x T  p. . . n , ky1, l , p
pG0
y d g ) w  ly1qp.) x T  p. . . n , k , l , p
pG0
q d y n w  lqp.) x T  p. by Proposition 2.9 . . . n , k , l , pq1
pG0
s d q d y d g ) w  ly1qp.) x T  p. . .  . n , kq1, lq1, p n , ky1, l , p n , k , l , p
pG0
q d q d y n w  lqp.) x T  p. . .  . n , kq1, lq1, p n , k , l , pq1
pG0
by 4 of Remark 3.2 .
s 0 by 1 and 2 of Lemma 3.9 . .  .
With this computation, we have proved that F is a chain map.
 . w x3.11 DEFINITION. Let F be the mapping cone of F from A y2 to B
d FBwith the differential d s .F 0 ydA
 .We note that F s B , F s B, and F s B .0 0 1 2 2
 . k  2 n.  l .3.12 LEMMA. Let A9 s  H R U be the submodule of A.lG 2
Then A9 is a subcomplex of A.
Proof. Let xU  l . be an element of A9 with degree x s k. We have to
  l ..   l ..  .  lq1.show that d xU belongs to A9. Since d xU s y n x U q
 .  l .  .  lq1.  .  l .g ) x U and l G 2, we have that both y n x U and g )w U
belong to A9. Therefore A9 is a subcomplex of A.
 . k  2 n.  p.3.13 LEMMA. Let B9 s  H R T be the submodule of B,kqpF n
then B9 is a subcomplex of B.
Proof. Let wT  p. be an element of B9 with degree w s k. We have
  p..   p..  .  p.to show that d wT belongs to B9. Now d wT s g )w T y
 .  py1.  .  .  .y n w T . Since deg g )w q p F n y 1 and deg y n w q p y 1
 .  p.  .  py1.F n, it follows that both g )w T and y n w T belong to B9.
Therefore B9 is a subcomplex of B.
 .3.14 Remarks.
 . k  2 n.  l .1 A9 s  H R Uky l G n, l G 2
k  2 n.  p.and B9 s  H R T .kqpF n, pG 0
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 .  .  .2 For each nonnegative integer i, let r i s min i, 2n y i and let
 .  .g i s min i, 2n y i y 4 . Then
 .g i





X j 2 n  iyj.r2.B s H R T . .i
js0
iqjseven
 . w x3.15 LEMMA. The restriction F9 of F to A9 y2 is a chain map from
w xA9 y2 to B9.
 w x.  l .Proof. We have to show that F A9 y2 : B9. Let xU be an element
w xof A9 y2 with deg x s k. Then k y l G n and l G 2. Now
F xU  l . s d w  ly1qp.) x T  p. .  . n , k , l , p
pG0
s d w  ly1qp.) x T  p. . n , k , l , p
 .ky2 ly1qp qpFn
pG0
q d w  ly1qp.) x T  p. , . n , k , l , p
 .ky2 ly1qp qp)n
pG0
where the first part belongs to B9. It is enough to show that the second
 .part of the preceding equation is vanishing. If k y 2 l y 1 q p q p ) n
 .and l G 2, then d s 0 by 5 of Lemma 3.9. Thus we get the desiredn, k , l, p
result.
 . w x3.16 DEFINITION. Let M be the mapping cone of F9: A9 y2 ª B9.
 .3.17 Remark. For 0 F i F n,
i iy3




For 2n G i ) n,
2nyi 2 nyiy1
j 2 n  iyj.r2. 2 nyj 2 n ny iy3qj.r2.M s H R T [ H R U . .  . i
js0 js0
iqjseven iqjsodd
For i ) 2n, M s 0. Thus the Betti numbers arei
i¡ 2n
, if 0 F i F n ,  /j
js0
j/iy1~b s rank M si i
2nyi 2n
, if n - i F 2n.  /j¢
js0
 .  .3.18 Remarks. 1 Let A0 be the quotient complex ArA9 and let B0
be the quotient complex BrB9. Then we obtain the following commutative
diagram of short exact sequences:




6 6 6 6
0 B9 B B0 0,
where F0 is induced by F.
 .  .  .2 From ) of 1 , we get the following short exact sequence of
mapping cones:
0 ª M F9 ª M F ª M F0 ª 0, .  .  .
where M F9 s M and M F s F. )) .  .  .
 .3.19 LEMMA. F0 is an isomorphism.
Proof. The method is to show that F0 is a block diagonal map with
entries either 1 or y1. For i F n, since AY s BY s 0, FY is an isomor-iy2 i i
phism trivially. For i ) n, first we want to show that AY and BY have theiy2 i
same number of free summands. From Remark 3.14, we get a one-to-one
correspondence between the set of all the free summands appearing in
Y  4A and the set L s l N n y i q 1 - l F 1, l: integer . Also from Re-iy2
mark 3.14, we get a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all the
Y free summands appearing in B and the set P s p N 0 F p - i y n, p:i
4integer . By sending l into p s 1 y l, we obtain a one-to-one correspon-
dence between L and P. It follows that AY and BY have the sameiy2 i
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number of free summands. Let xU  l . be an element of AY with deg x s k.iy2
Then l F 1, k y l G n, and k y 2 l s i y 2. Now we have
F0 xU  l . s d w  ly1qp.) x T  p. . ))) .  . . n , k , l , p
pG0
 .  ly1qp.In ))) , since w s 0 for l y 1 q p - 0 and
d w  ly1qp.) x T  p. s 0 for p G k y 2 l q 2 y n , .n , k , l , p
we only have to consider the coefficients d with l y 1 q p G 0 andn, k , l, p
 .p - k y 2 l q 2 y n s i y n . For p - i y n, we have
0, if p ) 1 y l ,
d s lqny1n , k , l , p  y1 , if p s 1 y l , .
  l ..  . lqny1 1yl .because k y l y n G 0. It follows that F0 xU s y1 xT .
From this we can conclude that F0 is an isomorphism.
 .3.20 COROLLARY. F is a resolution if and only if M is a resolution.
 .Proof. By Lemma 3.19, M F0 is acyclic. Thus the assertion follows
 . w xfrom the long exact sequence associated to )) 13, p. 48 of Remark
3.18.
We conclude this section with an example which shows that F is a
resolution for n s 1 and examples of minimal resolutions according to
Definition 3.16.
0 X12 . w x3.21 EXAMPLE. Let n s 1, X be a 2 = 2 alternating matrix ,yX 012
g s yX Y , and g s X Y . Then M is1 12 2 2 12 1
m m2 126 60 ª R R R
yY1w xwith m s g g and m s in a matrix form.1 1 2 2 yY2
Since A9 s 0, we have M s B9. Consider the Koszul complex resolution
 4over Y , yY and the commutative diagram of complexes1 2
yY1
yY2 w xyY Y2 126 6 6 6 6 .0 R R R Rr Y , yY 01 2
6 6
?X12
m m2 126 6 6 6 6 .0 R R R Rr g , g 0.1 2
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 .Let z , z belong to ker m , which implies that1 2 1
yX Y z q X Y z s X yY z q Y z s 0. .12 2 1 12 1 2 12 2 1 1 2
 .Since X is an indeterminate, z , z belongs to the kernel of the Koszul12 1 2
 .complex resolution. Hence z , z is in the image of m which implies1 2 2
that M is a resolution. Thus F is also a resolution by Corollary 3.20.
 .  . i  4.3.22 EXAMPLES. 1 Let n s 2 and H s H R . Then M isi
H T H1 2
m m m m4 3 2 12. 6 6 6 60 ª H T H H[ [0 1 0
2. H TH U 04
with
m w s g )w , .1
wm s g )w y z n y ,2  /zT
yy n w q w ) xwT
m s ,3 2.2. / g )w y w ) x TxU  .
and
yy n w T .2.m wT s . .4 0
 . i  6.2 Let n s 3 and H s H R . Then M isi
H T H2 3
2.H T H1 2[ [
m m m m2.6 5 4 3H T3. H T 16 6 6 600 ª H T [ [0
2. H TH U 06 [[
3.2. H UH U 65
m m2 16 6H H1 0
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with
m w s g )w , .1
wm s g )w y y n z ,2  /zT
w 2.g )w y y n z y w ) x
zTm s ,3 3.g ) z q w ) x T . 03.xU
yy n w y w ) xwT
2.2. g )w y y n z q w ) x T .m s ,zT4  02. 3.xU yy n x U .
2.yy n w y w ) x T .
2.wT 3. 2.m s ,g )w q 2w ) x T .5 2. /xU
2.yg ) x U .
and
2.yy n w T .3.m wT s . .6 0
4. REPAIRING NONCOMMUTATIVE DIAGRAMS
In this section we state key ideas which will be used for induction
arguments in the next sections. All the proofs and more details are found
w xin 10 .
We start with the following notation agreement.
 .4.1 Notation. We define a graded map e : X ª X for any complex X
 .  . iby e x s y1 x for x g X . We note that e d s yde , where d is thei i










with A, B, C, and E as complexes over a ring S satisfying following
properties:
 .i p, f , and q are maps of complexes;
 .ii h is a map of graded modules;
 .  .iii there exists a subcomplex E9 of E such that im qf y hp : E9
 .and im dh y hd : E9, where d stands for the differential at appropriate
complexes.





D .p9 q 3
6 6w x EB9 1
h9
satisfying the following properties:
 .i j: E9 ¨ E is an inclusion,
 .ii dh y hd s ye jg , where g is a map of complexes from B to
w xE9 y1 ,
 .iii qf y hp s e j b , where b is a map from A to E9,
B
xgiv B9 s mapping cone , .  0w xE9 y1
 . w xv g p: A ª E9 y1 is null-homotopic and yb is a null-homotopy
for it,
p . w xvi p9 s ,
b
 . w xvii h9 s h e j .
 . w x  .4.3 PROPOSITION 10, Proposition 2.9 . In the diagram D , let2
A C
x p x qF s mapping cone and G s mapping cone . 0  0B E
 .F is a resolution implies that H G s 0 for all i G 2 if the followingi
additional conditions are satisfied:
 .i f is an isomorphism,
 .ii E9 is a resolution,
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 .iii h is an injecti¨ e map,







and a is a map of complexes,
 .  .  .  .v im h q im j s E and s in iv is induced by multiplication with ¨ in
S which is a nonzero di¨ isor on E.
 . w x X4.4 THEOREM 10, Theorem 3.1 . Let A , B , and E be complexesQ Q Q
o¨er a ring Q. Let EX be a resolution and a graded submodule of B with aQ Q
map k as its inclusion to B . Let p : A ª B be a map of complexes andQ Q Q Q
w xlet F be its mapping cone. Let S s Q ¨ , where ¨ is an indeterminate.Q
 .Assume that A, B, and E9 of D are defined as2
A s A m S, B s B m S, and E9 s EX m S.Q Q Q Q Q Q
Assume that we retain all the assumptions and use all the notations in
w xProposition 4.3. Furthermore, we assume that p s p m 1 , d s b ygQ S
X  . ldoes not in¨ol¨ e ¨ at all, and a : E ª B is y1 k for some integer l.0 0 0 0
Then G is a resolution.
5. THE EXACTNESS OF F AND M
From Corollary 3.20, we know that F n. is a resolution if and only if Mn.
is so. By Example 3.21, we see that M1. and F 1. are resolutions. We prove
that F n. is a resolution by induction on n. For the simplification, let
n. n. n. Ä nq1. Ä nq1. Ä nq1.A [ A , B [ B , F [ F , A [ A , B [ B , and F [ F .
Throughout this section, we assume that F is a resolution. By constructing
the commutative diagram of complexes from a noncommutative diagram
Ä Äw x w xcomposed with A y2 , B, A y2 , and B, and using arguments of repairing
Änoncommutative diagrams as in Section 4, we will show that F is a
w xresolution. Let Q be the ring R Y , Y , a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b and2 nq1 2 nq2 1 2 n 1 2 n
w x  4  4let S be the ring Q ¨ , where Y , Y , a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b , and2 nq1 2 nq2 1 2 n 1 2 n
 4 2 nq2¨ are indeterminates. We use the standard basis e , . . . , e for S .1 2 nq2
2 n 2 nq2  4We regard R as a submodule of Q in such a way that e ofi is1, . . . , 2 n
2 n  4 2 nq2 2 nq2R is identified with the e of Q . We also regard Q asi is1, . . . , 2 n
2 nq2  4 2 nq2a submodule of S in such a way that e of Q is identified withi
 4 2 nq2  4the e of S . Let e , . . . , e be the dual basis with respect toi 1 2 nq2
 4 2 nq2 i 2 ne , . . . , e for S . Whenever possible, we let H denote H R ,1 2 nq2 i
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i 2 n i 2 n Ä  .  .H Q , or H S . The basic data for F consist of the 2n q 2 = 2n q 2
Ä Ä .  .alternating matrix X, the 1 = 2n q 2 matrix Y, and the 1 = 2n q 2
ÄÄproduct matrix YX:
a b1 1
. .X . .. .
a bÄ Ä w x2 n 2 nX s , Y s Y ??? Y1 2 nq2
nya ??? ya 0 y1 ¨ .1 2 n
nq1yb ??? yb y1 ¨ 0 .1 2 n
ÄÄ nq1. Ä 2 nq2 2 nq2w x  .and YX s g ??? g , where g [ g . Let f : S ª S * beÄ Ä Ä1 2 nq2 i i
Äthe alternating map represented by the matrix X.
 . 2 nq2 2 n5.1 DEFINITION. We define y s  Y e , a s  a e , b sÄ is1 i i is1 i i
2 n b e , and h s g y Y a y Y b. Also we define w to be theÄis1 i i 2 nq1 2 nq2
2 2 nq2 Ä .element in H S * corresponding to f and g to be yy)w.Ä Ä Ä
 .5.2 Remarks.
 . 2 nq21 g s  g e .Ä Äis1 i i
 . 2 n2 h s  g e .Äis1 i i
 .  .nq13 g s a) y q y1 ¨Y and g s b) y qÄ Ä2 n q 1 2 nq2 2 nq2
 .ny1 ¨Y .2 nq1
 . 2 n 2 n4 w s  X e n e q  a e n e q  b e nÄ 1F i- jF 2 n i j j i is1 i 2 nq1 i is1 i 2 nq2
 .ne q y1 ¨e n e .i 2 nq2 2 nq1
 . w  . x5 y) g s 0 follows from 1 of Remark 3.2 .Ä Ä
 .  i.  iy1. w  . x6 y)w s yg n w follows from 4 of Remark 3.2 .Ä Ä Ä Ä
 .  47 g , . . . , g is a regular sequence.Ä Ä1 2 nq1
Ä Ä .5.3 Remark. As in Section 3, F is the mapping cone of F from
Ä Ä Ä Ä w x .  .A y2 , d to B, d . We have variables T of degrees 2 in B, correspond-Ä ÄA B
Äing to the variable T introduced in the construction of B, and U of degree
Äy2 in A, corresponding to the variable U of A. Then we observe that the
following three equalities hold:
Ä Ä l .  ly1qp. Ä p. .  .  .1 F xU s  d w ) x T , where deg x s s,ÄpG 0 nq1, s, l, p
Ä l . Ä lq1. Ä l . .  .  .  .2 d xU s y n x U q g ) x U ,Ä ÄÄA
Ä p. Ä p. Ä py1. .  .  .  .3 d wT s g )w T y y n w T .Ä ÄÄB
Let A be the double hypersurface section
Y Y2nq1 2 nq26 6Tot A m Qe Q m Qe Q , .  . /R 2 nq1 Q 2 nq2
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with A s A [ A n e [ A n e [ A n e n ei i iy1 2 nq1 iy1 2 nq2 iy2 2 nq1 2 nq2
and
d Y Y 0A 2 nq1 2 nq2
0 yd 0 YA 2 nq2d s .A 0 0 yd yYA 2 nq1
0 0 0 dA
In addition, let B be the double hypersurface section
yY yY2nq1 2 nq26 6Tot B m Qe Q m Qe Q , .  . /R 2 nq1 Q 2 nq2
with B s B [ B n e [ B n e [ B n e n e andi i iy1 2 nq1 iy1 2 nq2 iy1 2 nq1 2 nq2
d yY yY 0B 2 nq1 2 nq2
0 yd 0 yYB 2 nq2d s .B 0 0 yd YB 2 nq1
0 0 0 dB
w xLet F: A y2 ª B be the map defined as
F 0 0 0i
0 yF 0 0iy1
F s .i 0 0 yF 0iy1
0 0 0 Fiy2
By matrix multiplication, we can easily see that
d F s F d .B i iy1 Ai iy2
Therefore, F is the map of complexes.
The mapping cone F of F is nothing but the double hypersurface
section
yY yY2nq1 2 nq26 6Tot F m Qe Q m Qe Q . .  . /R 2 nq1 Q 2 nq2
With abuse of notation, we use A s A m S, B s B m S, F s F m S, andQ Q Q
regard F as a map in S.
Since F is a resolution by assumption, therefore F is a resolution. We
Ä Äwill set up a diagram as in Section 4 with A, B, A, and B whose deficiency
Äof commutativity and maps of complexes lies in a subcomplex of B. For
Äthis purpose, we need to know equivalent expressions for d , d , and F inÄ ÄA B
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terms of d , d , and F. Namely, we want to describe the n and )A B
operations in Hi S2 nq2 as matrix operations with respect to the natural
decomposition
H [ H n e [ H n e [ H n e n e . .  .  .i iy1 2 nq1 iy1 2 nq2 iy2 2 nq1 2 nq2
 . j 2 nq2 5.4 LEMMA. Let x be an element in H S . We write x s x q x1 2
.  .  . j 2 nn e q x n e q x n e n e , where x g H S , x ,2 nq1 3 2 nq2 4 2 nq1 2 nq2 1 2
x g Hjy1 S2 n, and x g Hjy2 S2 n. Then the following equations hold:3 4
j1 y n x s y n x q y1 Y x q y n x n e .  .Ä  41 2 nq1 1 2 2 nq1
jq y1 Y x q y n x n e . 42 nq2 1 3 2 nq2
j jy1q y1 Y x q y1 Y x q y n x .  . 42 nq2 2 2 nq1 3 4
n e n e , .2 nq1 2 nq2
jq1 jq12 g ) x s h) x q y1 g x q y1 g x .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä 41 2 nq1 2 2 nq2 3
jq1q h) x q y1 g x n e .  . Ä 42 2 nq2 4 2 nq1
jq h) x q y1 g x n e .  . Ä 43 2 nq1 4 2 nq2
q h) x n e n e , .  .4 2 nq1 2 nq2
3 .
jm. m. my1.w ) x s w ) x q y1 w n a ) x .  .Ä  1 2
j my1.q y1 w n b ) x .  . 3
n my1. my2.q y1 ¨w y w n b n a ) x . . 54
jm. my1.q w ) x q y1 w n b ) x n e .  . 42 4 2 nq1
jq1m. my1.q w ) x q y1 w n a ) x n e .  . 43 4 2 nq2
q w m.) x n e n e . 44 2 nq1 2 nq2
 .  .  .Proof. We get results 1 and 2 by direct computations. For 3 , we
use induction on m. For m s 0, since w 0. s w 0. s 1, we obtain the result.Ä
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For m s 1,
n
w ) x s w q e n a q e n b q y1 ¨e n e ) x .Ä  .2 nq1 2 nq2 2 nq2 2 nq1
by 4 of Remark 5.2 .
s w ) x q x n e q x n e q x n e n e .1 2 2 nq1 3 2 nq2 4 2 nq1 2 nq2
y a) e ) x n e q x n e n e . .2 nq1 2 2 nq1 4 2 nq1 2 nq2
y b) e ) x n e q x n e n e . .2 nq2 3 2 nq2 4 2 nq1 2 nq2
nq y1 ¨ e n e ) x n e n e .  .  .2 nq2 2 nq1 4 2 nq1 2 nq2
s w ) x q w ) x n e q w ) x n e .  .  .1 2 2 nq1 3 2 nq2
q w ) x n e n e .4 2 nq1 2 nq2
jy1 jy a) y1 x q y1 x n e .  . 42 4 2 nq2
njy1 jy1y b) y1 x q y1 x n e q y1 ¨x .  .  . 43 4 2 nq1 4
by Propositions 2.7 and 2.9 .
nj js w ) x q y1 a) x q y1 b) x q y1 ¨x .  .  . .1 2 3 4
jq w ) x q y1 b) x n e . .2 4 2 nq1
jq1q w ) x q y1 a) x n e . .3 4 2 nq2
q w ) x n e n e by Proposition 2.7 . .  .4 2 nq1 2 nq2
Thus the formula holds in this case.
For m ) 1,
m! w m.) x .Ä
s w m ) xÄ
s m y 1 !w ) w my1.) x .  .Ä Ä
jmy1. my2.s m y 1 !w ) w ) x q y1 w ) a) x .  .  .Ä  1 2
j my2.q y1 w ) b) x .  .3
nq1 my2. my3.q y1 ¨w y w n b n a ) x . . 54
jmy1. my2.q w ) x q y1 w ) b) x n e .  . 42 4 2 nq1
jq1my1. my2.q w ) x q y1 w ) a) x n e .  . 43 4 2 nq2
my1.q w ) x n e n e 44 2 nq1 2 nq2
by the induction hypothesis .
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jmy1. my2.s m y 1 ! w ) w ) x q y1 w ) a) x .  .  . . 1 2
j my2.q y1 w ) b) x .  .3
n my2. my3.q y1 ¨ w ) x y w ) b) a) x .  . . . 54 4
j my1. my2.q y1 a) w ) x q a) w ) b) x .  . .  .2 4
j my1. my2.q y1 b) w ) x y b) w ) a) x .  . .  .3 4
n my1.q y1 ¨ w ) x .  .4
jmy1. my2.q w ) w ) x q y1 w ) w ) b) x .  . .  . 2 4
j my1.q y1 b) w ) x n e .  . 54 2 nq1
jq1my1. my2.q w ) w ) x q y1 w ) w ) a) x .  . .  . 3 4
jq1 my1.q y1 a) w ) x ne .  . 54 2 nq2
my1.q w ) w ) x n e n e 4 .4 2 nq1 2 nq2
jm my1s w ) x q y1 mw ) a) x .  . . 1 2
j my1q y1 mw ) b) x .  .3
n my1 my2q y1 m¨ w ) x y m m y 1 w ) b) a) x .  .  . . . 54 4
jm my1q w ) x q y1 mw ) b) x n e .  . . 42 4 2 nq1
jq1m my1q w ) x q y1 w ) a) x n e .  . . 43 4 2 nq2
q w m ) x n e n e 4 .4 2 nq1 2 nq2
jm. my1.s m! w ) x q y1 w ) a) x .  . . 1 2
j my1.q y1 w ) b) x .  .3
nq1 my1. my2.q y1 ¨ w ) x y w ) b) a) x .  . . . 54 4
jm. my1.q w ) x q y1 w ) b) x n e .  . . 52 4 2 nq1
jq1m. my1.q w ) x q y1 w ) a) x n e .  . . 53 4 2 nq2
m.q w ) x n e n e . 4 .4 2 nq1 2 nq2
From the preceding equations, we get the desired result.
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We list more equations to be used in the calculation.
 .5.5 LEMMA. The following equations hold:
 .  .1 a n h q g n a s Y b n a ,2 nq2
 .  .2 b n h q g n b s yY b n a ,2 nq1
 .  .  .3 b n a n h s g n b n a .
Proof. The preceding three equations are clear from the definition.
 . i 2 n5.6 LEMMA. Let x be an element of H S . Then the following equa-
tions hold:
 .  .  .n  .1 y n b) x y g x q y1 Y ¨x s yb) y n x .Ä2 nq2 2 nq1
 .  .  .nq1  .2 y n a) x y g x q y1 Y ¨x s ya) y n x .Ä2 nq1 2 nq2
 .   ..  : .  : .   ..3 b) a) ynx s a, y b) x y b, y a) x qy n b) a) x .
 .   ..   ..   .. 4 b) a) ynx qb) yn a) x ya) y n b) x qy n b)
 ..a) x s 0.
 .   ..  .nq1 .5 y n b) a) x q y1 ¨h y g a q g b ) x s b)Ä Ä2 nq2 2 nq1
  ..  .nq1  .a) y n x q y1 ¨ g ) x .
Proof.
n
1 y n b) x y g x q y1 Y ¨x .  .  .Ä2 nq2 2 nq1
ns b) y ) x y b) y n x y g x q y1 Y ¨x .  .  .Ä2 nq2 2 nq1
by Proposition 2.9 .
s yb) y n x by 3 of Remark 5.2 . .  .
2 .
nq1y n a) x y g x q y1 Y ¨x .  .Ä2 nq1 2 nq2
nq1s a) y ) x y a) y n x y g x q y1 Y ¨x .  .  .Ä2 nq1 2 nq2
by Proposition 2.9 .
s ya) y n x by 3 of Remark 5.2 . .  .
3 .
 :b) a) y n x s b) a, y x y y n a) x by Proposition 2.9 .  .  . .  .
 :  :s a, y b) x y b , y a) x q y n b) a) x .  .  . .
by Proposition 2.9 . .
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4 b) a) y n x q b) y n a) x .  .  . .  .
y a) y n b) x q y n b) a) x .  . .  .
 :  :s a, y b) x y b , y a) x .  .
 :q y n b) a) x q b , y a) x .  . .
 :y y n b) a) x y a, y b) x .  . .
q y n a) b) x q y n b) a) x .  . .  .
by 3 and Proposition 2.9 .
s 0.
5 .
nq1y n b) a) x q y1 ¨h y g a q g b ) x .  . . Ä Ä .2 nq2 2 nq1
 :s b) a) y n x q g y a, y b) x .  . .  .Ä2 nq1
 :y g y b , y a) x . .Ä2 nq2
nq1q y1 ¨ h) x by 3 .  .  .
nq1s b) a) y n x q y1 ¨ h q aY q bY ) x .  .  . . 2 nq1 2 nq2
by 3 of Remark 5.2 .
nq1s b) a) y n x q y1 ¨ g ) x . .  .  . .
ÄFor each i, we are now ready to define a map u : A ª A and a mapi i i
ÄQ : B ª B . By modifying isomorphisms between matrices in Kustin'si i i
w xpaper 12 , we get maps u and Q .i i
 .  l1 .  l 2 .  l 3 .5.7 DEFINITION. Let x s x U q x U n e q x U1 2 2 nq 1 3
 l .4ne q x U n e n e be an element of A . We define2 nq2 4 2 nq1 2 nq2 i
n l q1.  l .1 1Ä Äu x s x n e n e U q y1 ¨x U .  .  .i 1 2 nq1 2 nq2 1
iq1  l .1Äq y1 a) x n e U .  . .1 2 nq2
i  l .1Äq y1 b) x n e U .  . .1 2 nq1
Ä l1y1 .y b) a) x U . . 41
iq1  l .  l y1.2 2Ä Äq y1 x n e U y b) x U .  .  . 42 2 nq2 2
i  l .  l y1.3 3Ä Äq y1 x n e U q a) x U .  .  . 43 2 nq1 3
Ä l4y1 .q x U . 44
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Let w s w T  p1. q w T  p 2 . n e q w T  p3. n e q w T  p4 . n1 2 2 nq1 3 2 nq2 4
e n e be an element of B . We define2 nq1 2 nq2 i
nq1 p y1.  p .1 1Ä ÄQ w s w n e n e T q y1 ¨w T .  .  .i 1 2 nq1 2 nq2 1
i  p .1Äq y1 a)w n e T .  . .1 2 nq2
iq1  p .1Äq y1 b)w n e T .  . .1 2 nq1
Ä p1q1 .y b) a)w T . . 41
iq1  p .  p q1.2 2Ä Äq y1 w n e T q b)w T .  .  . 42 2 nq2 2
i  p .  p q1.3 3Ä Äq y1 w n e T y a)w T .  .  . 43 2 nq1 3
Ä p4q1 .q w T . 44
Ä .5.8 Remark. For each i, Q : B ª B is an injective map of modules.i i i
Ä .5.9 PROPOSITION. u : A ª A is a map of complexes.
Proof. Since A s A [ A n e [ A n e [ A ni i iy1 2 nq1 iy1 2 nq2 iy2
e n e , it is enough to show that d u s u d in each summand ofÄ2 nq1 2 nq2 A A
A.
 .  l .i Let z s xU be an element of A . Theni
Ä lq2.d u z s y n x n e n e U 4 .  .ÄÄA 2 nq1 2 nq2
Ä lq1.q g ) x n e n e U . .Ä 2 nq1 2 nq2
n n lq1.  l .Ä Äq y1 y n ¨x U q y1 ¨ g ) x U .  .  .  .Ä Ä
iq1  lq1.Äq y1 y n a) x n e U 4 .  . .Ä 2 nq2
iq1  l .Äq y1 g ) a) x n e U 4 .  . .Ä 2 nq2
i  lq1.Äq y1 y n b) x n e U 4 .  . .Ä 2 nq1
i  l .Äq y1 g ) b) x n e U 4 .  . .Ä 2 nq1
Ä l . Ä ly1.y y n b) a) x U y g ) b) a) x U 4  4 .  . .  .Ä Ä
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Ä lq2.s y n x n e n e U 4 . 2 nq1 2 nq2
iq1 iq y1 g x n e q y1 g x n e .  . .  .Ä Ä 2 nq2 2 nq1 2 nq1 2 nq2
nq h) x n e n e q y1 y n ¨x .  .  .2 nq1 2 nq2
nq i nqiq y1 Y ¨x n e q y1 Y ¨x n e .  .  .  .2 nq1 2 nq1 2 nq2 2 nq2
iq1q y1 y n a) x n e .  . . 2 nq2
qY a) x n e n e .2 nq1 2 nq1 2 nq2
iq y1 y n b) x n e .  . . 2 nq1
Ä lq1.qY b) x n e n e U . 42 nq2 2 nq1 2 nq2
nq y1 h)¨x q g a) x .  .  .Ä 2 nq2
iq1q y1 h) a) x n e .  . . 2 nq2
iyg b) x q y1 h) b) x n e .  .  . .Ä2 nq1 2 nq1
yy n b) a) x . .
iq1q y1 Y b) a) x n e .  . .2 nq1 2 nq1
iq1  l .Äq y1 Y b) a) x n e U .  . . 42 nq2 2 nq2
Ä ly1.q yh) b) a) x U by Lemma 5.4 4 .  . .
Ä lq2.s y n x n e n e U 4 . 2 nq1 2 nq2
nq y1 y n ¨x q g ) x n e n e .  .  . 2 nq1 2 nq2
iq1q y1 b) y n x n e .  . . 2 nq1
i  lq1.Äq y1 a) y n x n e U .  . . 42 nq2
nq yb) a) y n x q y1 ¨ g ) x .  .  . .
iq1q y1 g ) a) x n e .  . . 2 nq2
i  l .Äq y1 g ) b) x n e U .  . . 42 nq1
Ä ly1.q yb) a) g ) x U by Lemma 5.6 . 4 .  . .
On the other hand,
 lq1.  l .u d z s u y n x U q g ) x U .  .  . .A
Ä lq2.s y n x n e n e U 4 . 2 nq1 2 nq2
n iq y1 ¨ y n x q y1 a) y n x n e .  .  .  . . 2 nq2
iy1q y1 b) y n x n e .  . . 2 nq1
Ä lq1.q g ) x n e n e U . 42 nq1 2 nq2
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nq yb) a) y n x q y1 ¨ g ) x .  .  . .
iq y1 a) g ) x n e .  . . 2 nq2
iy1  l .Äq y1 b) g ) x n e U .  . . 42 nq1
Ä ly1.q yb) a) g ) x U . 4 . .
Whenever deg x is maximal, since y n x s 0, we omit that contribution
Äfrom the calculation. By comparing coefficients of each power of U, we
<conclude that u d s d u .Ä AA < A iA i
 .  l .ii Let z s xU n e be an element of A n e . By compu-2 nq1 iy1 2 nq1
 . <tation similar as in i , we can easily see that d u sÄ A n eA iy1 2 nq1
<u d .A n eA iy1 2 nq1
 .  l .iii Let z s xU n e be an element of A n e . By compu-2 nq2 iy1 2 nq2
 . <tation similar as in i , we can conclude that d u sÄ A n eA iy1 2 nq2
<u d .A n eA iy1 2 nq2
 .  l .iv Let z s xU n e n e be an element of A n e n2 nq1 2 nq2 iy2 2 nq1
e .2 nq2
 . <By the computation similar as in i , we see that u d sA n e n eA iy2 2 nq1 2 nq2
<d u .Ä A n e n eA iy2 2 nq1 2 nq2
 .  .  .  .From i , ii , iii , and iv , we conclude that d u s u d .ÄA A
 .5.10 LEMMA. Let C be a map of modules from W to Z. Suppose W has
a filtration such that W s W = W = ??? = W = W s 0 and Z has an ny1 1 0
filtration such that Z s Z = ??? = Z = Z s 0. If C sends W into Z forn 1 0 j j
all j and W rW is isomorphic to Z rZ , where the map is induced by C,j jy1 j jy1
then C is an isomorphism.
The proof is omitted. The proof follows by the induction and from the
w xFive Lemma 9 .
Ä .5.11 COROLLARY. u : A ª A is an isomorphism of complexes.
Proof. By Proposition 5.9, we know that u is a map of complexes. Thus
it is enough to show that u is an isomorphism for each i as a module. Leti
ÄW be A , Z be A , and C be u . We define filtrations for W and Z. Wei i i
have to treat the i s even and odd cases separately.
 .1 i s even. Let W s 0. For 0 F j F ir2 y 1, let0
W s W [ H U  l . ,4 jq1 4 j k
W s W [ H U  lq1. n e , .4 jq2 4 jq1 kq1 2 nq2
W s W [ H U  lq1. n e , .4 jq3 4 jq2 kq1 2 nq1
W s W [ H U  lq2. n e n e , .4 jq4 4 jq3 kq2 2 nq1 2 nq2
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where k s 2n y i q 2 j and l s n y i q j, and let W s W [2 iq1 2 i
H U nyi r2..2 n
Let Z s 0. For 0 F j F ir2 y 1, let0
Ä l .Z s Z [ H n e n e U , .4 jq1 4 j k 2 nq1 2 nq2
Ä l .Z s Z [ H n e U , .4 jq2 4 jq1 kq1 2 nq1
Ä l .Z s Z [ H n e U , .4 jq3 4 jq2 kq1 2 nq2
Ä l .Z s Z [ H U ,4 jq4 4 jq3 kq2
where k s 2n y i q 2 j and l s n y i q 1 q j, and let Z s Z [2 iq1 2 i
Änq1yi r2. .H n e n e U .2 n 2 nq1 2 nq2
We have defined filtrations W s W = W = ??? = W = W s 0 and2 iq1 2 i 1 0
Z s Z = Z = ??? = Z = Z s 0. From Definition 5.7, we easily ob-2 iq1 2 i 1 0
serve the following facts:
 .  .i C W : Z for all t s 0, . . . , 2 i q 1.t t
 .ii For 1 F j F ir2 y 1,
1, if t s 1 q 4 j,¡
iy1 , if t s 2 q 4 j, .~C W rW s .t ty1 iq1y1 , if t s 3 q 4 j, .¢1, if t s 4 q 4 j.
 .  .iii C W rW s 1.2 iq1 2 i
Thus we conclude that C is an isomorphism by Lemma 5.10.
 .  .2 i s odd. Let W s 0. For 0 F j F i y 3 r2, let W be the same0 4 jqr
as in the even case where r s 1, . . . , 4. Let W s W [2 iy1 2 iy2
ny  iq1.r2.  ny  iy1.r2 . .H U , W s W [ H U n e , and2 ny1 2 i 2 iy1 2 n 2 nq2
 ny iy1.r2. .W s W [ H U n e .2 iq1 2 i 2 n 2 nq1
 .Let Z s 0. For 0 F j F i y 3 r2, let Z be the same as in the even0 4 jqr
case where r s 1, . . . , 4.
Äny iy1.r2. .Let Z s Z [ H n e n e U , Z s2 iy1 2 iy2 2 ny1 2 nq1 2 nq2 2 i
Äny  iy 1.r2. . Z [ H n e U , and Z s Z [ H n2 iy 1 2 n 2 nq 1 2 iq 1 2 i 2 n
Äny iy1.r2..e U .2 nq2
We have defined filtrations W s W = W = ??? = W = W s 0 and2 iq1 2 i 1 0
Z s Z = Z = ??? = Z = Z s 0. As in the even case, we can also2 iq1 2 i 1 0
observe the following facts:
 .  .i C W : Z for all t s 0, . . . , 2 i q 1.t t
 .  .  .ii For 1 F j F i y 3 r2, C W rW is same as in the even caset ty1
where t s 1 q 4 j, . . . , 4 q 4 j.
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 .  .iii C W rW s 1.2 iy1 2 iy2
 .  .  . iiv C W rW s y1 .2 i 2 iy1
 .  .  . iq1v C W rW s y1 .2 iq1 2 i
By Lemma 5.10, we conclude that C is an isomorphism.
 .  .  45.12 Notation. From 7 of Remark 5.2, we know that g , . . . , g isÄ Ä1 2 n
 4a regular sequence. We let K denote the Koszul resolution of g , . . . , gÄ Ä1 2 n
 .in Q. Then d x s h) x for x g K .K i
 .  .5.13 Remarks. 1 We easily see that K is included in B as a graded
0.submodule by sending x of K into xT of B.
 .2 With abuse of notation, we also regard K as the Koszul resolution
 .of Sr g , . . . , g by tensoring K with S.Ä Ä1 2 n
Ä .  .3 From 2 of Lemma 5.4, we know that K is a subcomplex of B. Let
Ä Ä0. .j: K ª B be defined by j x s xT for x g K.
 .5.14 DEFINITION. For each i, we define R : B m Q ª K asi iy1 i
0, if p / 0, p.R w ? T s .i  y n w , if p s 0.
The map g : B ª K is defined asi i iy1
g w T  p1.qw T  p2 .ne qw T  p3.ne qw T  p4 .ne ne .i 1 2 2 nq1 3 2 nq2 4 2 nq1 2 nq2
i  p .  p .1 2s y1 b) a) R w T q b) R w T .   .  . .  . .iq1 1 i 2
ya) R w T  p3. y R w T  p4 . .4 .  . .i 3 iy1 4
In particular, g s 0. We consider g either as a map in a ring Q or a0 i
ring S.
i .  .5.15 LEMMA. For each i, d Q y Q d s y1 j g .ÄB i iy1 B iy1 ii i
Proof. Since B s B [ B n e [ B n e [ B ni i iy1 2 nq1 iy1 2 nq2 iy2
e n e , it is enough to show that the foregoing equation holds in2 nq1 2 nq2
each summand of B .i
 .  p.i Let z s wT be an element of B . Theni
d Q z y Q d z .  .ÄB i iy1 Bi i
Ä py2.s yy n w n e n e T 4 . 2 nq1 2 nq2
nq1q q y1 h)¨w y g a)w .  .  .Ä 2 nq2
iq y1 h) a)w n e .  . . 2 nq2
iq1q y1 h) b)w n e .  . . 2 nq1
qg b)w q y n b) a)w .  . .Ä2 nq1
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i iq y1 Y b) a)w n e q y1 Y b) a)w n e .  .  .  . .  .2 nq1 2 nq1 2 nq2 2 nq2
n iq y1 ¨ g )w q y1 a) g )w n e .  .  .  . . 2 nq2
iq1  p.Äq y1 b) g )w n e T .  . . 42 nq1
Ä pq1.q yh) b) a)w q b) a) g )w T 4 .  . .  .
iq1 iq q y1 g w n e q y1 g w n e .  .Ä Ä 2 nq2 2 nq1 2 nq1 2 nq2
q h)w n e n e . 2 nq1 2 nq2
iq1q y1 y n a)w n e .  . . 2 nq2
qY a)w n e n e .2 nq1 2 nq1 2 nq2
iq y1 y n b)w n e .  . . 2 nq1
qY b)w n e n e .2 nq2 2 nq1 2 nq2
ny g )w n e n e q y1 y n ¨w .  .2 nq1 2 nq2
nq iq y1 Y ¨w n e . 2 nq1 2 nq1
nq i  py1.Äq y1 Y ¨w n e T . 42 nq2 2 nq2
q Q y n w T  py1. by Lemma 5.4 .  . .iy1
Ä py2.s y y n w n e n e T 4 . 2 nq1 2 nq2
n iq1q y1 y n ¨w q y1 b) y n w n e .  .  . . 2 nq1
i  py1.Äq y1 a) y n w n e T .  . . 42 nq2
Ä p.q b) a) y n w T 4 . .
Ä py1.q Q y n w T by Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6 .  . .iy1
b) a) y n w , if p s 0, . .s  0, if p G 1
is y1 j g z . .  .iy1 i
 .  p.ii Let z s wT n e be an element of B n e . Then by2 nq1 iy1 2 nq1
 .computations similar as in i , we can easily see that
b) y n w , if p s 0, .
d Q z y Q d z s .  .ÄB i iy1 Bi i  0, if p G 1
is y1 j g z . .  .iy1 i
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 .  p.iii Let z s wT n e be an element of B n e . Then by2 nq2 iy1 2 nq2
 .computations similar as in i , we can easily see that
ya) y n w , if p s 0, .
d Q z y Q d z s .  .ÄB i iy1 Bi i  0, if p G 1
is y1 j g z . .  .iy1 i
 .  p.iv Let z s wT n e n e be an element of B n e n2 nq1 2 nq2 iy2 2 nq1
 .e . Then by computations similar as in i , we can easily see that2 nq2
yy n w , if p s 0,
d Q z y Q d z s .  .ÄB i iy1 Bi i  0, if p G 1
is y1 j g z . .  .iy1 i
 .  .  .  .With i , ii , iii , and iv , we have proved the lemma.
 .5.16 DEFINITION. For each i, we define L : A m Q ª K asi iy4 i
L xU  l . s d w  ly2.) x , .  .i n , sy1, ly1, 0
where deg x s s and s y 2 l s i y 4. The map b : A ª K is definedi iy2 i
as
b x U  l1.qx U  l2 . n e qx U  l3. n e qx U  l4 . n e n e .i 1 2 2 nq1 3 2 nq2 4 2 nq1 2 nq2
i  l .  l .1 2s y1 b) a) L x U q b) L x U .   .  . .  . .  .iq2 1 iq1 2
ya) L x U  l3. y L x U  l4 . .4 .  . .iq1 3 i 4
Here we consider b either as a map in a ring Q or a ring S.i
 .5.17 LEMMA.
 .1 d q d q d s 0,nq1, kq2, lq1, p nq1, k , l, p n, k , l, p
 .2 d q d q d q d ynq1, kq2, lq1, p nq1, k , l, p nq1, k , l, p nq1, ky2, ly1, p
d s 0,n, k , l, py1
 .3 d y d s 0,nq1, kq2, lq1, p n, k , l, p
 .4 d q d y d s 0.nq1, kq1, l, p nq1, ky1, ly1, p n, k , l, py1
Proof.
1 d q d q d . nq1, kq2, lq1, p nq1, k , l , p n , k , l , p
s d q d by 2 of Lemma 3.8 .nq1, kq1, l , p n , k , l , p
s 0 by 3 of Lemma 3.8 . .
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2 d q d q d q d . nq1, kq2, lq1, p nq1, k , l , p nq1, k , l , p nq1, ky2, ly1, p
y dn , k , l , py1
s d q d y dnq1, kq1, l , p nq1, ky1, ly1, p nq1, k , ly1, p
by 2 and 3 of Lemma 3.8 .  .
s 0 by 2 of Lemma 3.8 . .
3 d y d . nq1, kq2, lq1, p n , k , l , p
s yd y d by 3 of Lemma 3.8 .n , kq1, lq1, p n , k , l , p
s 0 by 1 of Lemma 3.8 . .
4 d q d y d . nq1, kq1, l , p nq1, ky1, ly1, p n , k , l , py1
s d q d y dnq1, kq1, l , p nq1, ky1, ly1, p nq1, k , ly1, p
by 3 of Lemma 3.8 .
s 0 by 2 of Lemma 3.8 . .
iÄ .  .5.18 LEMMA. For each i, F u y Q F s y1 j b .i iy2 i i i i
Proof. Since A s A [ A n e [ A n e [ A niy2 iy2 iy3 2 nq1 iy3 2 nq2 iy4
e n e , it is enough to show that the preceding equation holds in2 nq1 2 nq2
each summand of A .iy2
 .  l .i Let z s xU be an element of A with deg x s k. Theniy2
ÄF u y Q F z . /i iy2 i i
n  ly1qp.  ly2qp.s d y1 ¨w ) x y w ) b) a) x .  . . nq1, kq2, lq1, p
pG0
i  ly1qp.q y1 w ) b) x n e .  . . 2 nq1
iq1  ly1qp.q y1 w ) a) x n e .  . . 2 nq2
 lqp. Ä p.q w ) x n e n e T . 42 nq1 2 nq2
n  ly1qp.  p.Äq d y1 w )¨x T . 4 nq1, k , l , p
pG0
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q d yw  ly2qp.) b) a) x . . nq1, k , l , p
pG0
iq1  ly1qp.  p.Äq y1 w ) a) x n e T .  . . 42 nq2
q d w  ly2qp.) a) b) x . . nq1, k , l , p
pG0
i  ly1qp.  p.Äq y1 w ) b) x n e T .  . . 42 nq1
 ly2qp. Ä p.q d w ) yb) a) x T 4 . . nq1, ky2, ly1, p
pG0
 ly1qp. Ä py1.y d w ) x n e n e T 4 . n , k , l , p 2 nq1 2 nq2
pG0
n  ly1qp.  p.Äq d y1 w )¨x T . 4 . n , k , l , p
pG0
iq1  ly1qp.  p.Äq y1 d a) w ) x n e T .  4 . . n , k , l , p 2 nq2
pG0
i  ly1qp.  p.Äq y1 d b) w ) x n e T .  4 . . n , k , l , p 2 nq1
pG0
 ly1qp. Ä pq1.q d b) a) w ) x T 4 . . n , k , l , p
pG0
by 3 of Lemma 5.4 .
ns y1 d q d q d .  . nq1, kq2, lq1, p nq1, k , l , p n , k , l , p
pG0
 ly1qp. Ä p.= w )¨x T .
q yd y d y d nq1, kq2, lq1, p nq1, k , l , p nq1, k , l , p
pG0
 ly2qp. Ä p.yd q d b) a) w ) x T4  . . .nq1, ky2, ly1, p n , k , l , py1
y d b) a) w  ly2.) x . . .n , k , l , y1
iq y1 d q d q d .  . nq1, kq2, lq1, p nq1, k , l , p n , k , l , p
pG0
 ly1qp. Ä p.= w ) b) x n e T . 4 . 2 nq1
iq1q y1 d q d q d .  . nq1, kq2, lq1, p nq1, k , l , p n , k , l , p
pG0
 ly1qp. Ä p.= w ) a) x n e T . 4 . 2 nq2
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q d y d . nq1, kq2, lq1, p n , k , l , p
pG0
=  lqp. Ä p.w ) x n e n e T 4 . 2 nq1 2 nq2
s d b) a) w  ly2.) x . . .n , ky1, ly1, 0
by 1 of Lemmas 3.8 and 5.7 .
is y1 j b z . .  .i i
 .  l .ii Let z s xU n e be an element of A n e with deg x2 nq1 iy3 2 nq1
 .s k. Computations similar as in i give us
 ly2.ÄF u y Q F z s d w ) b) x .  . . /i iy2 i i n , ky1, ly1, 0
is y1 j b z . .  .i i
 .  l .iii Let z s xU n e be an element of A n e with deg x2 nq2 iy3 2 nq2
 .s k. Computations similar as in i give us
 ly2qp.ÄF u y Q F z s yd w ) a) x .  . . /i iy2 i i n , ky1, ly1, 0
is y1 j b z . .  .i i
 .  l .iv Let z s xU n e n e be an element of A n e n2 nq1 2 nq2 iy4 2 nq1
 .e with deg x s k. Computations similar as in i give us2 nq2
 ly2.ÄF u y Q F z s yd w ) x .  . /i iy2 i i n , ky1, ly1, 0
is y1 j b z . .  .i i
 .  .  .  .From i , ii , iii , and iv , we get the result.
 .  .  .  .5.19 LEMMA. Q B l j K s ¨j K .
Proof. Let w s w T  p1. q w T  p 2 . n e q w T  p3. n e q1 2 2 nq1 3 2 nq2
 p .4w T n e n e be an element of B . Assume that there exists a z4 2 nq1 2 nq2 i
 .  .in K such that Q w s j z . Then the following equations must hold:i i i
Ä p1y1 .1 w n e n e T s 0, .  .1 2 nq1 2 nq2
nq1  p .  p q1.1 1Ä Ä2 y1 ¨w T y b) a)w T .  .  . . 1 1
Ä p2q1 . Ä p3q1 . Ä p4q1 .q b)w T y a)w T q w T s z , .  . 52 3 4
iq1 i p .  p .1 3Ä Ä3 y1 b)w n e T q y1 w n e T s 0, .  .  .  .  . .1 2 nq1 3 2 nq1
i iq1 p .  p .1 2Ä Ä4 y1 a)w n e T q y1 w n e T s 0. .  .  .  .  . .1 2 nq2 2 2 nq2
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By solving the preceding four equations, we obtain either w s z s 0 or
 .nq1  .  .z s y1 ¨w and w s w q a)w n e q b)w n e y1 1 1 2 nq1 1 2 nq2
  ..b) a)w n e n e , where deg w s i. Therefore, we can con-1 2 nq1 2 nq2 1
 .  .  .clude that Q B l j K s ¨j K .
iq1 .  .  .  .  . 45.20 Remarks. 1 Let P s w, z g B [ K N Q w s y1 z .i i i i
From the proof of Lemma 5.19, we have that either w s z s 0 or z s
 .nq iy1 ¨w and1
w s w q a)w n e q b)w n e .  .1 1 2 nq1 1 2 nq2
y b) a)w n e n e , . .1 2 nq1 2 nq2
where deg w s i.1
We define P as [ P , p as a projection from P into B, and p as ai 1 2iG 0
 .projection from P into K. Then P, p , p is the pull-back of the diagram1 2
B
Q
66 ÄK Bye j
 .  .2 As in Proposition 4.3, we define a map a : K ª B by a x s
y1 .  .  .p p e ¨x and a map s : K ª K by s x s e ¨x for x g K. By 1 , we1 2
easily see that
n
a z s y1 z q a) z n e q b) z n e .  .  .  .i 2 nq1 2 nq2
y b) a) z n e n e 4 . . 2 nq1 2 nq2
for z g K .i
 .  .5.21 LEMMA. The map a : K ª B as in 2 of Remark 5.20 is a map of
 .  .ncomplexes. Moreo¨er, a z s y1 z for z g K .0 0
Proof. We must show that d a s a d . Let z be an element of K .B K i
Then
n
d a z s y1 g ) z y Y a) z y Y b) z 4 .  .  .  .  . .B i 2 nq1 2 nq2i
q yg ) a) z q Y b) a) z n e 4 .  . .2 nq2 2 nq1
q yg ) b) z y Y b) a) z n e 4 .  . .2 nq1 2 nq2
q yg ) b) a) z n e n e 4 . . 2 nq1 2 nq2
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ns y1 h) z q a) h) z n e .  .  . . 2 nq1
q b) h) z n e . . 2 nq2
y b) a) h) z n e n e . . . 2 nq1 2 nq2
by Lemma 5.5 .
s a d z . .iy1 K i
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section. First let us
collect all the information so far.
 .5.22 Remark. From Definition 5.7, Remark 5.8, Corollary 5.11, Re-
mark 5.13, and Lemmas 5.15, 5.18, and 5.21, we obtain the noncommuta-
tive diagram





satisfying the following properties:
Ä .i u , F, and F are maps of complexes.
 .ii Q is an injective map of graded modules.
 .iii u is an isomorphism.
Ä .iv We have a resolution K which is a subcomplex of B and a
 .  .submodule of B by 1 and 3 of Remark 5.13.
 .v d Q y Qd s e jg , where g is a map of complexes from B toÄB B
w xK y1 .
Ä . w x w xvi Fu y2 y QF s e j b , where b is a map from A y2 to K.





6 6 ÄBK ye j
 .nand a is a map of complexes with a s y1 ,0
Ä .  .  .  .viii im Q q im j s B and s in vii is induced by multiplication
with ¨ .
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 . n. n.5.23 THEOREM. For each n, F and M are resolutions.
ÄProof. By induction, it is sufficient to show that F is a resolution. As we
 .  .have seen in Remark 5.22, we have diagram D similar to D in Section4 2
 .  .4. By the construction of diagram D , we easily see that diagram D4 4
Äsatisfies all the assumptions in Theorem 4.4. Therefore, we conclude that F
is a resolution by Theorem 4.4.
 .  . 2 n . 5.24 COROLLARY. pd RrI s 2n and Ext RrI , R s Rr Y ,2 n R 2 n 1
.. . . ,Y .2 n
Proof. By Remark 3.14, the tail of the minimal resolution of RrI is,2 n
in matrix form,







Therefore we get the desired results.
Ä .  .  .5.25 COROLLARY. Let I s g , . . . , g and I s g , . . . , g beÄ Ä Ä Ä1 2 n 1 2 nq2
ideals in S. Let I9 be an ideal generated by
Y Y 0 0g gÄ Ä 2 nq1 2 nq21 2 n, . . . , , , , , . . . , 5g gÄ Ä :  :b , y y a, y 1 2 n0 0
in S [ S. Then we obtain the short exact sequence of modules
6 6 6 6Ä0 SrI S [ S rI9 SrI 0. .
Proof. Let L be the mapping cone of
w x w xb yg : F ª K y1 .
Then by Proposition 4.3 and Theorems 4.4 and 5.23, we get the short exact
sequence
6 6 6 6Ä0 H K H L H F 0, .  .  .0 0 0
 .  .and we can easily see that H L s S [ S rI9.0
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We close this section with the following remark.
 .5.26 Remark. From Corollary 5.24 and Remark 5.2, we know that
R rI is not a Cohen]Macaulay ring. Thus when we localize a ring R2 n 2 n 2 n
 .at a prime ideal Y , . . . , Y , the image of I in this ring cannot be1 2 n 2 n
linked algebraically to any ideal. All of the Koszul relations on the
generators of I are minimal relations even though I is not a complete2 n 2 n
 2 n. 2 n. .intersection. Let g s g , . . . , g . By the minimal free resolution of1 2 ny1
RrI , we can easily see that2 n
g : I s g 2 n. , . . . , g 2 n. , Y .  .2 n 1 2 ny1 2 n
s I , Y . .2 ny1 2 n
6. SIMPLIFICATION OF KUSTIN'S MINIMAL FREE
RESOLUTIONS OF THE HUNEKE]ULRICH
DEVIATION 2 GORENSTEIN IDEALS
n. n.  n. n.4For each positive integer n, let Y , X , g , . . . , g , R , I , and J1 n n n n
be as in the Introduction. In this section, we simplify Kustin's construction
w xof minimal free resolutions of R rJ in 12 by employing methods2 n 2 n
developed in previous sections. We produce a minimal free resolution of
R rJ for each n G 2. Definitions, constructions, and proofs go the2 n 2 n
same way as in the case of R rI except that we consider the chain map2 n 2 n
w xbetween two complexes A and B instead of A y2 and B as in Theorem
3.10. Let R be R and J be J . Throughout this section, we fix an2 n 2 n
integer n G 2. We keep and use the same definitions and notations, for
Ä Äexample, A, B, A, B, K, Q, S, u , Q, d , a , g , s , A, and B, as inn, k , l, p
Sections 3 and 5.
 .6.1 LEMMA. Let C be the map from A to B defined as
C xU  l . s d w  lqp.) x T  p. , where deg x s k . .  . n , k , l , pq1
pG0
Then C is a chain map.
Proof. The proof is almost the same as Theorem 3.9 except different
.integer coefficients and different integer powers of w are considered.
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Cd y dC xU  l . .  .
s C y n x U  lq1. q g ) x U  l . .  . .
y d d w  lqp.) x T  p. . n , k , l , pq1 /
pG0
s d w  lq1qp.) y n x T  p. . . n , kq1, lq1, pq1
pG0
q d w  lqp.) g ) x T  p. . . n , ky1, l , p
pG0
y d g ) w  lqp.) x T  p. . . n , k , l , pq1
pG0
q d y n w  lqp.) x T  py1. . . n , k , l , pq1
pG0
s d y n w  lqpq1.) x . n , kq1, lq1, pq1
pG0
y y)w  lq1qp. ) x T  p. . .
q d w  lqp.) g ) x T  p. . . n , ky1, l , p
pG0
y d g ) w  lqp.) x T  p. . . n , k , l , pq1
pG0
q d y n w  lqp.) x T  p. . . n , k , l , pq1
pG0
by Proposition 2.9 .
s d q d y d . n , kq1, lq1, pq1 n , ky1, l , p n , k , l , pq1
pG0
= g ) w  lqp.) x T  p. . .
q d q d . n , kq1, lq1, pq1 n , k , l , pq2
pG0
= y n w  lq1qp.) x T  p. . .
by 4 of Remark 3.2 .
s 0 by 1 and 2 of Lemma 3.9 . .  .
Therefore C is a map of complexes.
 .6.2 DEFINITION. Let F9 be the mapping cone of C from A to B with
d CBw xthe differential d s .0 ydF 9 A
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 . k  2 n.  l .6.3 LEMMA. Let A* s  H R U be the submodule of A. Thenl G1
A* is a subcomplex of A.
 .  l .Proof. The proof goes the same way as Lemma 3.12. Let xU be an
  l ..element of A* with deg x s k. We have to show that d xU belongs to
  l ..  .  lq1.  .  l .A*. Since d xU s y n x U q g ) x U and l G 1, we have that
 .  lq1.  .  l .both y n x U and g ) x U belong to A*. Therefore A* is a
subcomplex of A.
 . k  2 n.  p.6.4 LEMMA. Let B* s  H R T be the submodule ofkqpF ny1
B. Then B* is a subcomplex of B.
 .  p.Proof. The proof goes the same way as Lemma 3.13. Let wT be an
  p..element of B* with deg w s k. We have to show that d wT belongs to
  p..  .  p.  .  py1.  .B*. Now d wT s g )w T y y n w T . Since deg g )w q
 .  .p F n y 2 and deg y n w q p y 1 F n y 1, it follows that both
 .  p.  .  py1.g )w T and y n w T belong to B*. Therefore B* is a subcom-
plex of B.
 .  . 6.5 Remark. For each nonnegative integer i, let j i s min i, 2n y
.i y 1 . Then
 .j i





U j 2 n  iyj.r2.B s H R T . .i
js0
iqjseven
 .6.6 LEMMA. The restriction C* of C to A* is a chain map from A*
to B*.
 .Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 3.15. We have to show that
 .  l .C A* : B*. Let xU be an element of A* with deg x s k. Then k y l G
n and l G 1. Now
C xU  l . s d w  lqp.) x T  p. .  . n , k , l , pq1
pG0
s d w  lqp.) x T  p. . n , k , l , pq1
 .ky2 lqp qpFny1
pG0
q d w  lqp.) x T  p. , . n , k , l , pq1
 .ky2 lqp qp)ny1
pG0
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where the first part belongs to B*. It is enough to show that the second
part of the preceding equation is vanishing. Recall that d sn, k , l, pq1
kq lqpq1 l q p y 1 .  .  .y1 . If k y 2 l q p q p ) n y 1 and l G 1, then k y lk y l y n
.  .y n y l q p y 1 ) 0 and l q p y 1 G 0 from which it follows that
d s 0. Thus we get the desired result.n, k , l, pq1
 .6.7 DEFINITION. Let M9 be the mapping cone of C*: A* ª B*.
 .  .6.8 Remarks. 1 Let A** be the quotient complex ArA* and let B**
be the quotient complex BrB*. Then we obtain the commutative diagram
of short exact sequences
6 6 6 6




6 6 6 6
0 B* B B** 0
 .)
where C** is induced by C.
 .  .  .2 From ) of 1 , we get the short exact sequence of mapping cones
0 ª M C* ª M C ª M C** ª 0, .  .  .
where M C* s M9 and M C s F9. )) .  .  .
 .3 For 0 F i F n y 1,
i iy1
X j 2 n  iyj.r2. 2 nyj 2 n ny iy1qj.r2.M s H R T [ H R U . .  . i
js0 js0
iqjseven iqjsodd
For i s n,
ny1 ny1
X j 2 n nyj.r2. 2 nyj 2 n nyny1qj.r2.M s H R T [ H R U . .  . n
js0 js0
nqjseven nqjsodd
For 2n y 1 G i G n q 1,
2nyiy1 2 nyi
X j 2 n  iyj.r2. 2 nyj 2 n ny iy1qj.r2.M s H R T [ H R U . .  . i
js0 js0
iqjseven iqjsodd
X 2 n  2 n. 1. XIn particular, M s H R U . For i ) 2n y 1, M s 0.2 ny1 i
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 .6.9 LEMMA. C** is an isomorphism.
 .Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.19. The method
is to show that C** is a block diagonal map with entries either 1 or y1.
For i F n y 1, since AUU s BUU s 0, C** is an isomorphism trivially. Fori i
i G n, first we want to show that AUU and BUU have the same number ofi i
free summands. From Remark 6.5, we get a one-to-one correspondence
between the set of all the free summands appearing in AUU and the seti
 4L s l N n y i F l F 0, l: integer . Also from Remark 6.5, we get a one-to-
one correspondence between the set of all the free summands appearing in
UU  4B and the set P s p N 0 F p F i y n, p: integer . By sending l intoi
p s yl, we obtain a one-to-one correspondence between L and P. It
follows that AUU and BUU have the same number of free summands. Leti i
xU  l . be an element of AUU with deg x s k. Then l F 0, k y l G n, andi
k y 2 l s i. Now we have
C** xU  l . s d w  lqp.) x T  p. . ))) .  . . n , k , l , pq1
pG0
 .  lqp.   lqp. .  p.In ))) , since w s 0 for l q p - 0 and d w ) x T s 0n, k , l, pq1
for p ) k y 2 l y n, we only have to consider the coefficients dn, k , l, pq1
 .with l q p G 0 and p F k y 2 l y n s i y n . For p F i y n, we have
0, if p ) yl ,
d s lqny1n , k , l , pq1  y1 , if p s yl , .
  l ..  . lqny1 y l .because k y l y n G 0. It follows that C** xU s y1 xT .
From this, we can conclude that C** is an isomorphism.
 .6.10 COROLLARY. F9 is a resolution if and only if M9 is a resolution.
 .Proof. From Lemma 6.9, it follows that M C** is acyclic. Thus the
 . wassertion follows from the long exact sequence associated to )) 13,
xp. 48 of Remark 6.8.
 . 4.6.11 EXAMPLE. If n s 2, then X is the 4 = 4 alternating matrix
0 X X X12 13 14
yX 0 X X12 23 24 .yX yX 0 X13 23 34
yX yX yX 014 24 34
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Also
w 2. s pf X e n e n e n e . 1 2 3 4
s X X y X X q X X e n e n e n e , .12 34 13 24 23 14 1 2 3 4
g s yX Y y X Y y X Y , g s X Y y X Y y X Y ,1 12 2 13 3 14 4 2 12 1 23 3 24 4
g s X Y q X Y y X Y , and g s X Y q X Y q X Y .3 13 1 23 2 34 4 4 14 1 24 2 34 3
i  4.Let H s H R . In this case M9 isi
H T H0 1
X X Xm m m3 2 11. 6 6 60 ª H U H[ [4 0
1. 2.H U H U3 4
w ith
wX 2.m s g )w y w ) x ,1 2. /xU
yy n w y w ) xwTXm s ,2 2.1. / yy n x UxU  .
and
2.yw ) x T .X 1.m xU s . .3 1.yg ) x U .
We recognize that M9 is the resolution that Buchsbaum and Eisenbud
w x4, Theorem 2.1 have proven for the algebra defined by the maximal
order pfaffians of a generic alternating 5 = 5 matrix
0 X X X yY12 13 23 4
yX 0 X X Y12 14 24 3
yX yX 0 X yY .13 14 34 2
yX yX yX 0 Y23 24 34 1
Y yY Y yY 04 3 2 1
We follow the same footsteps as in Section 5. From Corollary 6.10, we
know that F9n. is a resolution if and only if M9n. is so. By Example 6.11,
we see that M92. and F92. are resolutions. We prove that F9n. is a
n. Ã nq1.resolution by induction on n. Let F9 [ F9 and F [ F9 . Similarly to
Ã Ä Ä ÄRemark 5.3, F is the mapping cone of C from A to B, where
Ä  l .  lqp. Ä p.C xU s d w ) x T with deg x s s. .  .Ä nq1, s , l , pq1
pG0
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Also we define the map C: A ª B as
C 0 0 0i
0 yC 0 0iy1
C s .i 0 0 yC 0iy1
0 0 0 Ciy2
By computation, we can easily see that d C s Cd . Let F* be theB A
mapping cone of C. With abuse of notation, we regard C as a map in Q
or in S and use F* s F* m S.Q
 . X6.12 DEFINITION. For each i, we define L : A m Q ª K asi iy2 i
L X xU  l . sd w  ly1.) x , where deg x s s and s y 2 l s i y 2. .  .i n , sy1, ly1, 1
XThe map b : A ª K is defined asi i i
b X x U  l1. q x U  l2 . n e q x U  l3. n e q x U  l4 . n e n e .i 1 2 2 nq1 3 2 nq2 4 2 nq1 2 nq2
i X X l .  l .1 2s y1 b) a) L x U q b) L x U .   .  . .  . .  .iq2 1 iq1 2
ya) L X x U  l3. y L X x U  l4 . .4 .  . .iq1 3 i 4
Here we regard b X either as a map in a ring Q or a ring S depending oni
the situation.
XiÄ .  .6.13 LEMMA. For each i, C u y Q C s y1 j b .i i i i i i
Proof. Let x s x U  l1. q x U  l2 . n e q x U  l3. n e q x U  l4 . n1 2 2 nq1 3 2 nq2 4
e n e be an element of A with k s deg x , k s deg x , k s2 nq1 2 nq2 i 1 1 2 2 3
deg x , and k s deg x . By computations similar to Lemma 5.18, we have3 4 4
that
 l y1.1ÄC u y Q C x s d w ) b) a) x .  . 4 . /i i i i n , k y1, l y1, 1 11 1
q d w  l2y1 .) b) x . 4n , k y1, l y1, 1 22 2
y d w  l3y1 .) a) x . 4n , k y1, l y1, 1 33 3
y d w  l4y1 .) x . 4n , k y1, l y1, 1 44 4
XiÄ  .From this computation, it follows that C u y Q C s y1 j b .i i i i i i
 .6.14 Remark. Similarly to Remark 5.22, we obtain the noncommuta-
tive diagram
u 6 ÄA A
6
D .Ä 5C C
6 6 ÄBB
Q
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satisfying the following properties:
Ä .i u , C, and C are maps of complexes.
 .ii Q is an injective map of graded modules.
 .iii u is an isomorphism.
Ä .iv We have a resolution K which is a subcomplex of B and a
submodule of B.
 .v d Q y Qd s e jg , where g is a map of complexes from B toÄB B
w xK y1 .
Ä .vi Cu y QC s e j b9, where b9 is a map from A to K.





6 6 ÄBK ye j
 .nand a is a map of complexes with a s y1 .0
Ä .  .  .  .viii im Q q im j s B and s in vii is induced by multiplication
with ¨ .
 . n. n.6.15 THEOREM. For each n, F9 and M9 are resolutions.
ÃProof. By the induction hypothesis, it is enough to show that F is a
 .resolution. Since D of Remark 6.14 satisfies all the assumptions in5
ÃTheorem 4.4, therefore, we conclude that F is a resolution.
 .6.16 COROLLARY.
pd RrJ s 2n y 1 and .
nq12 ny1Ext RrJ , R s Rr y1 pf X , g , . . . , g . .  .  . .R 1 2 n
 .  .Proof. By 3 of Remark 6.8, pd RrJ s 2n y 1, and the tail of the
minimal resolution of RrJ is, in matrix form,




nq1y1 pf X .  .
g1d s ....
g2 n
Therefore we get the desired results.
We close this section with the following remark concerning the minimal
free resolution of R rI for n G 2.2 nq1 2 nq1
 . w x6.17 Remark. In 12, Theorem 6.3 , Kustin obtained the minimal free
 .resolution R rI by using the fact that I and J , Y were2 nq1 2 nq1 2 nq1 2 n 2 nq1
 2 nq1. 2 nq1.4 w xlinked by the regular sequence g , . . . , g 16, Proposition 2.6 .1 2 n
Similarly to the construction of complexes in previous sections, we obtain
the minimal free resolution M for R rI as2 nq1 2 nq1
C
xM s mapping cone , 0D
where










In this section, we will prove Remark 1.1. Let R be a regular local ring
as in the Introduction.
 .A.1 Notation. Let B be an m = n matrix with entries in R. We let
 .I B denote the ideal generated by the k = k minors of B. By definition,k
 .  .  .I B s R and I B s 0 for k ) min m, n .0 k
 . w x mA.2 LEMMA 1, Proposition 1 . The linear forms b s  b z , 1 F ii js1 ji j
w xF r, form a regular sequence in R z , . . . , z if and only if the determinantal1 m
 .ideals of the matrix B s b satisfy the conditionsji
grade I B G r y k q 1, 1 F k F r . .k
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 .  n. n. 4A.3 PROPOSITION. g , . . . , g as in Remark 1.1 is a regular se-1 ny1
w xquence in R X for n G 2.i j
 2. 2..Proof. Although, for n s 2, g , g is not a generic order ideal, still1 2
g 2. is a nonzero divisor. We prove this by induction on n. We rearrange1
indeterminates X by new indeterminates Z , for k G 2, asi j r
Z s X ,1 12
Z s X ,2 13
Z s X ,3 23
...
kZ s X ,. ky1k2
kZ s X for 1 F l F k .. ql lkq12
Let B be the matrix obtained from the coefficients of g n. as in Lemmai
 .  k k k . wA.2. We claim that I B = a , a , . . . , a for all 1 F k F n y 1. Ink n ny1 kq1
 .  k k .  .  ny1.fact, I B = a , . . . , a for k s 1, . . . , n y 2 and I B = a . Sincek 1 n ny1 n
the claim is sufficient for our purpose and easy for the induction argu-
xment, we want to stay in the weaker statement.
For the proof of the claim, we use induction on n. For n s 2, since
 .  .g s ya X we have I B s a . Assume the claim is true for any1 2 12 1 2
n F t. For n s t q 1, we are adding new variables Z s X fort l tq1q l2 /
Ä1 F l F t. Let B be the coefficients matrix for n s t and let B be the
coefficients matrix for n s t q 1. Since g  tq1. s g  t . y X a , we havek k k tq1 tq1
BÄ w xB s ) , where I is the t = t identity matrix. Therefore, we getya Itq 1
Ä k k k k .  .  .  .I B = I B q a = a , a , . . . , a for 1 F k F t y 1 andk k tq1 tq1 t kq1
Ä t .  .I B = a . By induction, we have proved the claim.k tq1
 4Now we return to the proof of Proposition A.3. Since a , . . . , a is a1 n
 .regular sequence and grade I B G n y k for 1 F k F n y 1 from thek
 n. n. 4claim, we conclude that g , . . . , g is a regular sequence by Lemma1 ny1
A.2.
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